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High Performance from summer school students at arts centre 
 
 
It was always going to bee serious business for the teenagers at Down Arts Centre, when 
the annual performing arts summer school took madness guilt and poverty as its theme. 
Like most of the county towns of Ireland, three institutions have dominated Downpatrick’s 
history, the Asylum, the Gaol and the Poor House, but not surprisingly, it was the Asylum, the 
only remaining institution in the town, that became the concrete expression of these themes for 
the Summer School’s final performance ‘Arrivals and Departures‘ which took place last 
Saturday evening in Downpatrick.  
Working under the artistic direction of two Dutch Mime Artists, Manette Meulenkamp and 
Harry Brandsma, Composer and Sound Artist/Improviser, Robert Jarvis, and Costume and Set 
Designers, Richard Geddis and Dervalah McNally, Down District’s teenagers created an 
exceptional piece of carousel theatre by transforming the entire space of the arts centre into an 
‘institution’ and taking the audience on tour. 
 
The performance began at Downpatrick Steam Railway, with the arrival and disembarkation of 
thirty-five patients from the train, under the strict supervision of Dr. Meulenkamp and Dr. 
Brandsma. The procession of the Mad through the town which followed was shocking in itself 
when one realises such public performances actually took place in the town less than a century 
ago.  
Once inside the arts centre, the atmosphere was immediately odd and challenging. The walls 
and all of the centre’s artwork were covered over in white orderly uniforms and sheets. Strange 
sound frequencies filled up the first performance space where a fourteen-year-old girl sat 
meditating on top of the reception desk.  
As the tour proceeded, children appeared in many odd and unexpected spaces, with dazed 
insane gazes, caught up totally in their own world, mostly unaware of the audience, but 
sometimes passively curious. Very soon the building was alive with music, drum echoing from 
storage cupboards, strains of Schubert from the Fibration Therapy Room, Sceeching 
Synthesised Electric Guitars from the Screaming Room, and a mad Doctor playing his 
Trombone upside down outside the main auditoroium.  
 
One of the outstanding performances was from a young violinist, Caoimhe McKeating, 
encountered by the audience in a window, halfway up the back stairway near the beginning of 
the tour. With a haunting musical performance with notes you’d never guess belonged to any 
musical scale, Caoimhe’s dramatic performance of disconnection with the world and people 
around her was both disturbing and moving. Later in the tour the audience pass the open 
stairwell on the second floor and looking over see the young violinist face down on the floor, 
dead, with bow in one hand and violin on the other. When your first reaction is to go to her, 
even when you know it is too late, you realise at that moment you are experiencing 
extraordinary theatre, that has the power to disturb and confuse your perceptions of dream and 
reality. All of this is the more powerful, in that not everyone experienced the same tour and did 
not see the dead violinist. So was she really there? 
 
 
 



 
In such a fashion this powerful piece of theatre began to challenge the audience’s perception of 
madness and to ask questions - what counts as sanity? What counts as guilt? At the end of the 
tour, locked in the phobia room – behind the locked door of the Arts Centre, staring at yourself 
on a TV screen wheeled out by Dr. Brandsma, you begin to pray –‘God preserve us from the 
treatments and punishments of good people’. 
 
This fine performance, carried off through exceptionally clever and thoughtful artistic 
direction, and high performance standards, is a credit to our young people –that they are more 
willing and more able to take on difficult issues, and give us insights we’re are all usually too 
busy for or frightened to have. Well done Down Arts School –we will be watching this space 
next year!         Cathie McKimm 
 
 
Saturday’s performance of Arrivals and Departures by the Senior Summer School was a great 
credit to the young people involved and to the Arts Centre team who conducted the Summer 
School. 
An innovative, multi-disciplined entertainment based on the parade of the ‘mentals’ through 
the town when the Downshire Hostipal opened and their subsequent lives under the oppressive 
regime which constituted accepted practice at the time, the performance was sad and funny, 
serious and mocking.  
The eerie silence maintained by the mime artists, except when they where supposed to be 
asleep, transferred itself to the audience and this helped sustain an atmosphere of oppression. 
 
The versatility of the musicians in creating amazing sound effects as well as some beautifully 
lyrical playing, gave an added dimension to the work, and provided much of the humour. In 
this respect I must make special mention of the predatory trombone slithering down the stairs. 
’Matron’ and the ‘doctors’ had funny moments, too, and the chatter of the ‘patients’ after they 
had been told to go sleep clearly amused their peers in the audience. 
 
Altogether the show was an excellent riposte to those who moan that Downpatrick has nothing 
to offer young people.       Gráinne Duignan 
 
 


